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Abstract

Studies of maneuverable modes of VVER to confirm the possibility of participation of nuclear power plants in the mode of daily carrying capacity have been conducted for quite a long time. Tests at various nuclear power plants with VVER-1000 (Zaporizhzhia NPP in 1998, Khmelnitksy NPP in 2005, Tianwan NPP in 2007) have shown the practical possibility of NPP participation in the daily schedule of carrying capacity, however, the commissioning of nuclear power plants with VVER-1200 requires similar work on all new units with VVER-1200: NV AES-2, LNPP-2 Belarusian NPP. The article presents some aspects of the use of noise control methods for analyzing the condition of equipment and the core. Since the emergence of the technology of noise analysis of signals from VVER reactor installations, researchers have formulated several criteria for obtaining results of appropriate quality. The fundamental requirement for conducting noise experiments was the registration of data in stationary modes of operation of power units, since any non-stationarity made significant changes in spectral estimates, which ultimately complicated the work and “distorted” the results obtained. This requirement was included in the operating instructions of various diagnostic systems using noise signal analysis methods (the SUS system, manufactured by Siemens). For a long period of time, the current situation suited both developers of various diagnostic systems and NPP personnel operating them at power units. On the one hand, this was due to the imperfection of the technical means used (low speed of analog-to-digital converters, limited storage capacity, bulky equipment, etc.), on the other hand, the use of domestic NPP power units only in the base load mode without tracking daily power fluctuations in the power system.

The standard archives of the upper block level system, the in-reactor control system and additionally produced multi-channel “fast” measurements with a frequency of 1 kHz for the analysis of maneuverable mode 95-55-95% of the VVER-1200 reactor plant were analyzed. Global disturbances of the core have been detected after one step of the regulatory body of the control and protection system, which attenuates within one second if the next step of the control and protection system has not occurred during this time. Such fast neutron processes can be controlled only by neutron-noise measurements with an upper frequency of at least 20 Hz.
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Introduction

Since the emergence of the technology for noise analysis of signals from VVER reactor plants, different groups of researchers have formulated, independently of each other, a number of criteria for recording information to obtain results of an appropriate quality for subsequent analysis. The fundamental requirement with respect to noise experiments was recording of data in steady-state operating modes of power units, since any unsteadiness caused major changes to spectral estimates, which complicated, in the long run, the experiments and invalidated the results obtained. This requirement was made part of instructions for operating different diagnostic systems using noise techniques for analyzing signals (the SUS system from Siemens). For a long time, this situation suited both the developers of diagnostic systems and the NPP personnel responsible for their operation at power units. On the one hand, this was explained by imperfect equipment used (low speed of analog-to-digital converters, limited data storage volumes, cumbersome hardware, etc.), while, on the other hand, by the fact that Russian-designed NPP units were used only in the base loading mode without tracking daily power fluctuations in the power grid.

The commissioning of VVER-1200 units expected, as initially designed, to take part in daily power regulation, led to the need to arrange for and conduct noise measurements in the process of transients. The paper presents selected results from noise investigations of maneuvering modes for the VVER-1200 reactor of the Novovoronezh NPP-2’s unit 1 conducted in September 2022 in accordance with the developed work program. The work program describes in a step-by-step manner the actions to be taken by the NPP personnel for ten consecutive maneuvering days based on different implementation strategies. Under consideration here is the tenth day with the so-called rigid power regulation. The work program, as the authors believe, contains a questionable closing statement: “No dedicated methodology is required to process the results. The results are processed based on tables and diagrams from the UULS, ICIS and CPS power equipment system archives”. Using the same archives and having additionally performed multichannel “fast” measurements with a frequency of 1 kHz, we shall analyze this maneuvering mode.

Brief historical background and chronology of events

VVER maneuvering modes have been studied, both computationally and theoretically and via full-scale experiments, over a long period of time (Ignatenko and Pytkin 1985; Averyanova et al. 2002, 2007, 2008, 2017, 2018; Tereshonok et al. 2003; Averyanova et al. 2005, 2010, 2013; Aver’yanova and Filimonov 2009; Averyanova et al. 2012; Glushenkov 2015; Vygovsky et al. 2018; Filimonov et al. 2020, 2022; Povarov et al. 2021). Specifically, full-scale VVER-1000 testing was undertaken at the Zaporizhzhia NPP in 1998 (Averyanova et al. 2005), at the Khmelnitskyi NPP in 2005 (Averyanova et al. 2010), and at the Tianwan NPP in 2007 (Averianova et al. 2012). It follows from the chronologically listed references that power maneuvering is still of interest, this being confirmed by maneuvering tests having been conducted at all new units with VVER-1200s (Novovoronezh NPP-2, Leningrad NPP-2, Belarusian NPP) since the initial operating cycle (Averyanova et al. 2013; Glushenkov 2015; Aver’yanova et al. 2017, 2018; Vygovsky et al. 2018; Filimonov et al. 2020). Different strategies of maneuvering modes have therefore evolved in the course of searching for the best possible option. After each stage of testing, upgrades were proposed for the existing design equipment of reactor plants, as well as ways to automate the maneuvering mode following.

Normally, tests were conducted for not more than 10 days. A full-scale daily maneuvering mode suggests continuous operation for not less than two hundred effective days (Povarov et al. 2021).

The traditional name for the daily maneuvering mode (100%–50%–100%) is historical and does not reflect the reality nowadays. After numerous calculations and experiments, the upper power level in the mode name was changed for 96% due to the need for maintaining reliable operation of the turbine generator (TG). The lower power level varies in a range of 45% to 75%.

Fig. 1 presents the reactor power as a function of time. The time interval is 505 minutes (00:17 – 08:42). The time markers (in minutes) in the diagram show the points when typical changes in the CPS control rod (CR) positions take place for groups 10, 11 and 12.

Thirty minutes after the recording starts from the steady-state power condition of 95%, the CPS CR control groups move, one after another, to the planned lower extreme positions. First, group 12 moves from the 78% position to the 50% position, and then group 11 moves from the 103% position (the upper limit switch (ULS)) to the 50% position, followed by group 10 moving from the 103% position (ULS) to the 62% position.

The control rod groups move at the maximum permissible speed resulting in a power reduction rate of 3% per minute, which corresponds to a TG power cutback rate of 36 MW per minute. Thus, it takes 15 minutes for all three groups to occupy their lowest planned position. The reactor power drops from 95% to 55% in such a short time.

Apart from the CPS CR group positions and the reactor power, the smallest possible values are assumed by the axial offset (~47%), which is much below the recommended offset values, and by the core inlet coolant temperature of 291 °C ($T_{in}=291 \, ^\circ C$). $T_{in}$ increases then slightly as a result of the temperature reactivity effect, this being possibly explained by overshooting. The blowdown water flow rate and the boric acid concentration change within this short period of time, i.e. the minimum planned power level of 55% is achieved by two key reactivity impacts (movement of three CPS CR groups and water exchange).
The process of transition from 95% to 55% is a very high-speed transient that will further define the negative aspects of power maneuvering. Such a fast and large amplitude change in the reactor power also causes major axial xenon oscillations (XOs) in the downward phase (i.e., those aimed at reducing the reactor power).

The second test stage (keeping power at a level of 55% for six hours) starts so and is accompanied further by major XOs. Three CPS CR groups, being at their minimum predicted positions, lead to the core power density field being highly heterogeneous, which reduces the fuel burnup. This is confirmed by the minimum value of the axial offset with a level of -47%, i.e. the smallest possible power of 55% is generated largely by the lower half of the core.

As early as 19 minutes after the test begins, the CPS CR group 10 starts to travel in the opposite direction (upward), introducing positive reactivity and compensating so for the downward XO trend (Averyanova et al. 2010; Aver’yanova et al. 2017; Filimonov et al. 2022; Dolgopolov and Mezentsev 2022). In just 100 minutes, the CPS CR group 10 traveled back from the ULS position, after having reached an insertion depth of 62%, to the initial ULS position with a large number of traveling steps done solely to suppress the downward XO phase. At the same time, the reactor power is kept for six hours (nighttime period), with a high accuracy, at a constant level of 55% not only by the CPS CRs but also via self-regulation on the secondary circuit side. Power maintenance with a high accuracy is the second negative factor of this maneuvering mode implementation.

With two groups of rods being in motion, the steam pressure in the steam generator header has the form of a noisy constant as the parameter that characterizes self-regulation on the turbine side. At the 175th minute, after two groups (10 and 11) reach their steady states (at the ULS position for group 10, and at the 61% level for group 11), the axial offset goes down again to –40% in accordance with the linear dependence.

The change in the primary coolant rate as a function of reactor power is a density effect: the coolant density (and the mass flow rate) increases as the coolant temperature decreases. However, in the time interval when power is kept constant at a level of 55%, the coolant flow rate decreases monotonously through the heat exchange loops (by 2%). With power density being unsteady, the local thermal-hydraulic characteristics of the core portions change causing so a change in the amount of the coolant flowing across the fuel assemblies and in the coolant crossflows between neighboring fuel assemblies (as estimated by the authors, using noise.
analysis techniques leads to the value of the coolant cross-flows between neighboring fuel assemblies reaching 4% of the total cross-sectional coolant flow. The implementation of this maneuvering mode causes an uncertainty of heat removal or the fuel assembly (FA) rating. In addition, the integral hydraulic resistance of the entire core also changes to a certain extent changing so the total pressure drop across the core and the total coolant flow in the primary circuit.

In the course of this time, the core inlet coolant temperature, \( T_{\text{in}} \), increases. This reactivity margin is used then in the event the reactor power increases from 55% to 95%, including as well at the expense of the negative temperature coefficient of reactivity.

After six hours of keeping power at a level of 55%, the 55%-95% transient takes place as the CPS CR groups 11 and 12 move upwards. There is also an increase in the blowdown water flow rate and a decrease in the boric acid concentration, which remained practically unchanged at the 55% power level. As a result, power increases to 87% in a linear fashion at a rate three times less than the power reduction rate at the initial stage (95%-55%). At the 399th minute, group 11 reaches its ULS, and group 12 stops moving upward after 422 minutes while the power increase follows further the upward phase of XOs, which begin to be suppressed again by the movement of the CPS CR group 12 which is, however, downward this time.

The axial offset enters again the recommended range and reaches +2%. Therefore, this is rather a complex maneuvering mode, which involves all control reactivity actions (CRAs), and the CPS CRs travel upward and downward not only for changing power but also to keep power at a constant level as a result of the XO suppression.

### Neutron field in the process of the cps cr movement

Standard control rod movements down into the core (CPS CR groups 10, 11 and 12) in the 95%-55% transient are accompanied by downward bursts of the core neutron power, and, as the control rod move downward, the burst amplitude decreases monotonously (Fig. 2). As group 12 travels upward in the 55%-95% transient, there is also a downward neutron power burst observed (Fig. 3). This upward movement of group 12 leads to an increase in the burst amplitude, and there is also an upward trend in the root-mean-square (RMS) value of the neutron background noise. Such neutron flux dynamics, \( n(t) \), is explained by the different rate of its change, \( n(t)/dt \), depending on the insertion of negative reactivity (downward movement of the CPS CRs) and positive reactivity (upward movement of the CPS CRs).

![Figure 2](image.png)

**Figure 2.** Fragments of neutron power from IC signals at the beginning of the power reduction due to downward movement of the CPS CRs in the 95%-55% transient (upper diagram) and at the beginning of the power increase in the 55%-95% transient due to the upward movement of group 12.
Relative to the level of the stationary neutron noise, a single step of any CPS CR group causes a much larger amplitude of the neutron noise burst. If one compares the stationary NN RMS and the NN burst amplitude as a result of one CPS CR step, a difference of three to five times will be obtained. After a single CPS CR step, the whole of the core is exposed to a practically instantaneous major amplitude effect, which fades away within one second if no further CPS CR step takes place during this time. Such rapid neutron processes can only be detected by neutron noise measurements up to the upper frequency of not less than 20 Hz.

Right after reaching the 55% power level, there follows a short time interval during which there are no CRAs and, specifically, there is no CPS CR movement. At this point, NN is a nearly steady-state process with the RMS smaller than that of NN at the 95% power (upper diagram in Fig. 2). Fig. 2 shows that the upward and downward bursts of neutron power signals are directly associated with the downward or upward movement of the CPS CR groups 10, 11, and 12. At a low power, in the nighttime period, XOs are suppressed by the upward movement of the CPS CR groups 10 and 11. These two oppositely directed reactivity effects cause the upward NN bursts to decrease in amplitude, while the NN background RMS remains practically unchanged. Even after the CPS CRs stop moving and, as a result, the XOs are suppressed, NN is a nearly steady-state process up to the time point when the 55%-95% transient begins. Other CRAs, apart from the movement of the CPS CR rods at a power level of 55%, do not change the NN RMS. Therefore, the CPS CR movements, as CRAs, perturb the in-core neutron field heavier than other CRAs. The transition to a power of 95% via the upward movement of the CPS CR group 12 is accompanied not only by a growth in the amplitude of the neutron power bursts but also by a slow growth in the NN RMS.

Any changes in neutron power change the thermal-hydraulic characteristics of the coolant and, specifically, the amount of the vapor phase changes even if obtained as a result of the so-called subcooled boiling of the coolant.

“Fast” noise measurements at VVER-1200 reactor plants

The vapor phase collapse as a result of the reactor power reduction leads to the positive reactivity release. Therefore, the amount of the coolant vapor phase changes in the course of the maneuvering mode introducing so positive or negative reactivity.

Increasing the amount of the coolant vapor phase makes the neutron energy spectrum (not to be confused with the NN frequency spectrum) harder, i.e. there is a shift towards high energies or towards “fast” neutrons. The properties of a two-phase coolant as the neutron moderator deteriorate, as compared with a single-phase water coolant, i.e. the ratio between “fast” and “slow” neutrons changes in favor of the former. At a low reactor power, the neutron energy spectrum becomes “softer”, followed by a sort of spectral core regulation due to a change in the uranium-water ratio accompanied by a new reactivity source in the XO form, i.e., the nuclide composition of in-core fissile isotopes at different power levels changes with a daily frequency. Eventually, to keep reactivity at a zero level during power operation, the additional reactivity margin can be used which shortens the fuel life. Such effects are monitored with the use of high-frequency neutron-noise measurements.

Noise analysis was used earlier only for steady-state time series, which corresponds to the steady state of the reactor plant. A maneuvering mode will obviously lead to the neutron field unsteadiness. It can be analyzed together in both the time and frequency domains taking into account the type of unsteadiness. One way for the spectral analysis of unsteady time series is to assume that the unsteadiness is “slow”.

---

1 By “subcooled boiling” the authors mean the type of boiling that occurs when a liquid with a temperature below the saturation point comes into contact with the heater surface hot enough to cause boiling. In this case, once in contact with the cold liquid, the vapor bubbles condense and there is no resultant removal (accumulation) of the vapor phase into the liquid volume or into the flow core.
The whole of the time realization under investigation is sectioned then into adjacent time segments, each of which includes spectral estimates assuming that the time series is practically steady in each such segment. All spectral response estimates of the same name, obtained in different time segments, are represented in a three-dimensional form with the time axis added and with the so-called spectral waterfall obtained. Fig. 3 shows the DCD waterfalls for two assemblies of neutron measurement channels (NMCs).

We shall consider the novelty the neutron-noise spectral analysis of the maneuvering mode brings about.

The length of one time series segment shall be sufficient to reliably estimate the spectral response. As shown by experience in Arkadov et al. 2018, 2021, the smallest sufficient length is 10 minutes with a sampling frequency of 100 Hz for the neutron noise frequency range of 1 Hz and higher.

If we take into account that the maneuvering mode is recorded for many hours, we obtain a sufficiently large number of spectral estimates for the spectral waterfall. In the 510 minute maneuvering mode under consideration, in particular, we will have a spectral waterfall containing 51 spectral characteristics.

There are two resonant features of the VVER-1200 neutron noise, one of these being the presence of the first vessel acoustic standing wave (ASW_{1V}) (Arkadov et al. 2018, 2021) at a frequency of 8.7 Hz under rated conditions (see Fig. 3) which affects all direct-charge detector (DCD) signals and all IC signals. The second resonant feature is a local vibration resonance at 6.1 Hz recorded in the lower DCD1 and DCD2 signals (see Fig. 3), that is, the resonances have different physical origin, different spatial distribution, and different response to the reactor power change. During a single 1 second long CPS CR step, these two resonances are affected by the so-called finite (finitely long) external force resonances: one with a duration of 8 periods, and the other with a duration of 6 periods.

Fig. 3 shows spectral waterfalls for signals of two neutron measurement channels (NMCs) diametrically distant from each other inside the core with coordinates 02-23 and 14-37. We shall consider in detail how the maneuvering mode affects these two spectral features of neutron noise.

Fig. 3 shows that one CPS CR step (CPS CR groups 10, 11, or 12) with a length of exactly 1 second contains a “comb” of integer harmonics of 1 Hz, 2 Hz, 3 Hz, and further up to 10 Hz. These harmonics are low-voltage, just as low-voltage is ASW_{1V} as such at a frequency of 8.7 Hz. The vibration resonance at a frequency of 6.1 Hz, though having a high Q factor, is however also covered by the 6.0Hz harmonic with a low Q factor, that is, the “comb” covers both the ASW_{1V} frequency and the vibration resonance. Resonant excitation is possible.

With the rapid transition from 95% (steady state) to 55% of reactor power via the consecutive downward movement of three CPS CR groups, the whole of the core is affected heavily by multiple equidistant harmonics (those having an equally long 1Hz spacing between each other). At the same time, the central frequency of ASW_{1V} at a power of 55% increases as the core average coolant temperature decreases. Throughout the nighttime period with power kept at a level of 55%, the CPS CR group 12 is in the inserted state in the 50% position, and group 11 is not more than in the 62% position. Such deep CPS CR insertion into the core eliminates the point global component of neutron noise in the upper half of the core and results in zero coherences of IC-IC signals in a range of 2 Hz to the ASW_{1V} frequency (see Fig. 3). When the CPS CRs in groups 10 and 11 moved upward at a power of 55% for the XO suppression, the “comb” amplitude decreased greatly due to the counteraction of two reactivity effects.

The modulations of the core neutron field on the ASW_{1V} side are barometric due to the reactivity change as a result of the pressure change in the main circulation circuit and are most pronounced where there is no counteraction on the part of the CPS CR absorber rods, i.e. in the lower half of the core, as it can be seen from the DCD signals within the horizon of the third DCD3 and below (see Fig. 3). Within the upper DCD horizons (above DCD3), there is no ASW_{1V} effect with the CPS CRs inserted into the core to a level of 50% (half of the core). In the upper half of the core, the CPS CRs absorb all neutron effects in excess of 3 Hz. The ionization chamber “integrates” large core volumes, so ASW_{1V} is still a global effect in the coherences of IC-IC signals but with a smaller amplitude. The frequency of the vibration resonance (6.1 Hz) does not depend on the reactor power level (unlike the ASW_{1V} frequency), while its amplitude increased slightly in the 55%-95% transient (see Fig. 3) due to the vibration resonance being localized in the lower part of the core where the CPS CR impact is much smaller than in the upper half of the core.

The autospectral power densities (ASPD) of the same-named DCD signals from two distant NMCs (see Fig. 3) practically follow each other. Within the DCD7 horizon, the “comb” assumes the maximum amplitudes unlike the DCD3 horizon, and the perturbation from the CPS CR movement is as small as it can be for the lower DCD1 and DCD2 horizons. At a power of 55%, when the CPS CRs are in the upper half of the core, the NN power in the DCD7 horizon is negligibly small. ASW_{1V} manifests itself only at a power of 95% and within the DCD3 horizon and below.

To correlate the ASPD amplitudes of the IC1 signal in different states of a maneuvering mode, all ASPD estimates (51 functions), collected into three groups, are presented in a traditional form in Fig. 4. All three families are presented in the same dynamic range (Y axis). Group 1 contains ASPDs at a power of 95% and in the 95%-55% transient (four functions altogether), group 2 contains ASPDs only at a power of 55%, and group 3 contains ASPDs in the 55%-95% transient and at a power of 95%. It can be seen in group 1 that there is a major perturbation caused by the CPS CR movement (the scale of the ASPD presentation is logarithmic) and that it is periodic in frequency, which is hard to detect in the time domain. The “comb” starts at 4 Hz and extends to 11 Hz with a step of 1 Hz.
Besides, one can see how the ASW$_{1V}$ amplitude and frequency increased. In group 2, there is an ASPD "comb," which is relatively stable and has a much smaller amplitude due to the upward movement of two CPS CR groups in the course of the XO suppression.

In group 3 again, there is an increase in the ASPD amplitude with the upward movement of the CPS CR group 12. The "comb" starts at 3 Hz this time and, by capturing ASW$_{1V}$, decreases its frequency. Changes in the ASW$_{1V}$ frequency and amplitude are observed only when the CPS CRs are in motion, i.e. there is no continuous trend of these parameters that shall accompany the resonance excitation.

**Vertical correlations**

In addition to the DCD signal ASPDs (see Fig. 3), the coherence functions of DCD-DCD signals also make it possible to determine the spatial dependences of the in-core neutron-noise effects. Adjacent DCDs of one NMC or DCDs of two neighboring NMC1 and NMC2 reveal, among other things, local NN effects. DCDs of different NMCs, diametrically distant inside the core, reveal global NN effects.

The coherence functions of the signals from adjacent lower DCDs of one NMC (DCD21-DCD22) (Fig. 5) do not practically respond to the reactor power change, that is, there is no “comb” of resonances with a step of 1 Hz. These are dominated by correlations for the global (point) neutron-noise component of up to 3 Hz and the vibration resonance of 6.1 Hz. As the 55–95% transient starts, when the CPS CR group 12 begins to move upward, there is an increase in the 6.1 Hz vibration resonance amplitude in just one coherence function. This is the resonant effect of the CPS control rods on the FA vibrations which is not continued.

The coherence functions of nearby signals but from upper DCDs of one NMC (DCD26-DCD27) (see. Fig. 3) show a strong dependence on both downward and upward movements of all three CPS CR groups. Within the core horizons where the CPS CR absorber rods move (in the 95–55% and 55–95% transients), there is a frequency “comb” observed. At a power level of 55%, when the CPS CRs are in the upper half of the core, only correlations for the global (point) neutron-noise component of up to 3 Hz dominate. It is only after the 55–95% transient ends, when the CPS control rods are withdrawn, that the ASW$_{1V}$ resonance occurs.

The nighttime reactor mode at a power of 55% involved three CPS CR groups having been inserted at once deeply into the core with a high efficiency changing so substantially the distribution of neutron-noise sources. As known by the authors, no such experimental studies into the effect of the CPS CRs on the neutron-noise field inside the core have ever been conducted elsewhere.

At a power of 55%, the upper half of the core, where the CPS CRs in group 12 are permanently in the position at a height of 50%, has no local effects and obeys pointwise global kinetics at up to 3 Hz. The absorber rods for the CPS CRs do not allow any high-frequency neutron-noise processes in excess of 3 Hz. In the upper half of the core, there is no barometric neutron effect from the ASW$_{1V}$ standing wave as well. With the CPS CRs inserted and retained, the effect from ASW$_{1V}$ manifests itself in the lower half of the core (Fig. 6). In the upper half of the core, ASW$_{1V}$ is restored again at a power level of 95% when all CPS CRs are withdrawn.
Conclusions

1. After a single step of the CPS CRs, the whole of the core is affected by a practically instantaneous major amplitude impact, which decays for one second if no further CPS CR step takes place within this time. Such fast neutron processes can only be monitored via neutron-noise measurements with an upper frequency of not less than 20 Hz.

2. Any changes in neutron power change the thermal-hydraulic characteristics of the coolant and, specifically, the amount of the in-core vapor phase. The properties of a two-phase coolant as the neutron moderator deteriorate, as compared with a single-phase water coolant, i.e., the ratio between “fast” and “slow” neutrons changes in favor of the former. At a low reactor power, the energy spectrum of neutrons becomes “softer”, followed by a sort of in-core spectral regulation due to a change in the uranium-water ratio being accompanied by a new source of reactivity in the form of XOs. The nuclide composition of in-core fissile isotopes at different power levels changes with a daily frequency. Eventually, an additional reactivity margin can be used to keep reactivity at a zero level during power operation which shortens the fuel life.

3. The neutron detector signal bursts from the CPS control rod movement are high-frequency recurring neutron power forms, which, when in a frequency form, look like a “comb” with a constant step of 1 Hz. A single step of the CPS CRs with a length of exactly 1 second contains a “comb” of integer harmonics of 1 Hz, 2 Hz, 3 Hz, and further up to 10 Hz. With frequently and periodically moving CPS CRs, resonant excitation for representative neutron noise features (vessel standing wave at a frequency of 8.7 Hz and a local vibration resonance of 6.1 Hz) is possible. The danger consists in an abnormal operating mode of automatics when it enters an unsteady self-regulation mode. Control in different dynamic transients shall be simulated in detail to avoid periodic and frequent effects. In the event of a maneuvering mode, the frequency of reactivity introduction from the CPS CR movement needs to be limited.

4. The CPS CRs inserted deeply into the core at a reduced power of 55% absorb all neutron-noise effects in excess of 2 Hz in the upper half of the core.
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